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Implementation of controlling props campaign conducted by the Commission, the Election Supervisory Committee and municipal police is a business, actions and activities to reduce violations in the election. Incompatibility of installation aids in the administration of the legislative election campaign is obligatory Commission, Election Supervisory Committee and Municipal Government through the municipal police to curb campaign props candidates and political parties in accordance with the zone/region specified in Commission Regulation Number 15 Year 2013. The problem in this research is how the implementation of the control of the legislative election campaign props in Bandar Lampung and whether inhibiting factors controlling the implementation of the legislative election campaign props in Bandar Lampung? Research done by juridical empirical and data used in the form of primary data and secondary data.

Based on the survey results revealed that the implementation of the control of the legislative election campaign props in Bandar Lampung has done well as doing some planning stage which starts from the rules of campaign props, zoning, and the process of socialization, then perform the control actions such as unplugging and/or move campaign props that violate the provisions of the installation according Commission Regulation Number 15 Year 2015, faced inhibiting factor is (1) Lack of personnel election Supervisory Committee Bandar Lampung, (2) lack of coordination between the parties penertib election, (3) lack of awareness of the candidates and political parties, to comply with regulations mounting campaign props, (4) absence of strict sanctions from the Commission of Bandar Lampung against offenders.

From the results of the study suggested that the parties of the general elections and local government can improve its performance in the upcoming legislative elections as well as provide direct supervision installation props by participating in the election campaign.
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